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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, WALTER C. SNELLING,
a citizen of the United States, residing at New
York, in the county and State of New York,
have invented new and useful Improvements
in Adding-Machines, of which the following
is a specification.
The object of the invention is to produce a
simple, practical, and efficient machine for add
ing numbers. The value of such machines is
well known. They insure absolute accuracy
of addition and require no mental effort or skill
on the part of the user. My invention consists
in certain improved and novel organizations

of apparatus which render the apparatus ex

ceedingly simple and accurate, and which will
be fully set forth.
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is
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a plan view with the upper cover of the frame
or case removed. Eig.2 is a vertical longitudi
nal section. Fig. 3 shows the cams or inclines,
one for each number from 1 to 9, for operating
the registering mechanism. Fig. 4 is a side
view of the units-wheel and the actuating-pawl
On the register-shaft. Fig. 5 is a longitudillal

sectional view through the registering mech
anism, and Fig. 6 is a cross-section taken on
the line 6 6 of Fig. 4.
Aindicates the box or casing of the machine.
A series of levers numbered from 1 to 9, in
clusive, are pivoted on a shaft, B, which has
its bearings in the front of the casing. The
arms of the levers carrying the numbers pro
ject from the front of the box, while their other
35 arms extend inwardly and carry at their ex
tremities cams C. These cams are formed, as
shown in Fig. 3, with two sides or parallel cam
edges, c, connected by a Web or central part,
c'. The inner ends of the levers are pivoted
between these sides at d, as shown in Figs. 2
and 3. The cams, it will be noted, are of a
Somewhat right-angular shape, the point of
pivoting to the levers being at or near the right
angle corner, and their bases normally resting
45 in the transverse groove or recess D in the
bottom of the frame. The inclined edges C
of the arms are on the sides toward the levers
and extend from their bases to nearly the top,
a short straight or vertical portion, c, being
So preferably left at that point. A coiled spring,

E", extends from the top of each calm to the
bottom of the case, as shown in Fig. 2. A
shaft, E, extends across the front of the ver
tical portion c of the cams, as in Figs. I and
2. Suitable friction-rollers, e, arearranged upon 55
the shaft, so as to roll in contact with the in
clined edges of the cams, as will be presently
set forth. This shaft is carried in two arms,
FF, which curve inward and backward to the
two rear extensions, E. F., thereof. A cog
wheel, G, is mounted between these arms F,
F', and gears with a horizontal rack, G', be
neath it, which is supported from the bottom
of the case. This wheel G also gears with and
actuates the traveling or reciprocating rack
H, which gears with the cog-wheel I, fast on
the end of the shaft K, mounted in bearings in
the case of the legistering mechanism L. The
rack is formed with a flange, l, on each side,
which run on Ways or guidesh', which support 7 O
it as it travels back and forth. Two coiled
springs, M and N, extend from the forward end
of the rack H to the back of the case, and
tend always to hold the rack in and draw it
back to its normal position. (Shown in Figs. 1 75
and 2.)
It will be seen that when any one of the num
bered leversis depressed its inner end will rise,
throwing the inclined edge of its cam against
the shaft E. This draws the shaft forward, and
with it the cog G, which moves the rack H for
Ward a given distance or number of teeth, thus
rotating the cog I on the shaft of the register
ing mechanism a given number of teeth. The
upper teeth of the rack H, which gear with the 85
registering-pinion, are preferably made larger
than the lower teeth, which gear with pinion
G. The register-wheel I is formed with ten
teeth, as Will be understood.
The inclined edges C of the cams are so pro 9 O
portioned and regulated relative to the gear
ing and parts of the machine that the depres

sion of each lever will cause the rack H to
travel forward a sufficient distance to indicate

the number of that lever on the registering
mechanism, as will presently be explained.
Upon reference to Fig. 2 it will be seen that
the eye or bearing in the extremity of each le
ver in which the cam is mounted is somewhat
elongated to allow a slight play of the cam
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therein. Owing to the character of the pivot-'
connection between the cam and lever, the cam
is permitted to rock slightly. The spring
which extends from the top of the cam to the
bottom of the case keeps the parts under ten

teeth, and this, by means of the pawl S, will
partially rotate the units-wheel IR, ald indi
cate 5 on its face. The rack H and cog I are
now returned to their normal position by the
springs M and N, and the machine is ready to

sion, and serves to return the lever to position count the linext number. Now, when the key 6
parts in this way, so as to allow a slight play This will move the units-wheel around, mak
after it has been struck. I prefer to make the is struck the cog I will be rotated six teeth.

and give elasticity thereto. In dotted lines in ing one complete revolution for it and one
Fig. 2, I have shown the position of one of the tooth over. This one tooth will be indicated
cams and the shaft E.
by the figure I on the units-wheel, while the
The shaft E and the arms IFE and E form units-wheel in its revolution has caused the
a bail or frame for transmitting the motion of pin R* to rotate the three-cornered wheel one
each lever, as described. When the apparatus third, and has consequently indicated I. On
is in its normal position, as in Fig. 2, the bail the tens-wheel. The face of the register will
or the shaft F rests upon and is supported in now indicate 11, the sum of 5 and 6. The Op
place by the tops of the inclines of the several eration is precisely the same, the counting
CS,
continuing until the hundreds-wlheel is caused
In order to insure the more perfect working to register. But the three wheels are shown;
of the apparatus, I place guides OO between but the number may be increased, and they
the cams. These guides may extend from the may be operated ill precisely the Same man
bottom to the top of the case, and serve to re ner to register any desired number.
tain the cams and ends of the levers in posi What I claim, and desire to secure by Let
tion. The registering mechanism will now be ters Patent, is
25 described.
1. The combination of the numbered levers,
Referring especially to Figs. 4, 5, and 6, a the cams thereon, the operating bailor frame,
spring-pawl, S, carried by a head, S', which is the gearing, and the registering mechanism,
rigidly set on the shaft K by a screw, S, en substantially as set forth.
gages with the teeth on the hub of the 2. The combination of the levers, the cams,
units-wheel R. The teeth "are ten in number, the operating-bail, its pinion, the racks G' and
and the pawl S rotates the wheel IR as many H, the register-wheel, the registering mech
teeth as the number of cogs the wheel I is ro anism, and a spring for automatically return
tated by the rack H, and this number will be ing the traveling rack to its normal position,
indicated by the number on the face or pe substantially as set forth.
3. The combination of the numbered lever,
35 riphery R of the units-wheel R. A pin, R,
on the face of the wheel opposite the side its cam pivoted thereto, the operating bail or
having the hub of strikes an arm of a three frame, and the spring which serves to restore
cornered wheel, T, once in each revolution. the lever to its normal position, substantially
This three-cornered wheel is carried by a as set forth.
40 short shaft mounted in the upright U, and
4. The combination of the traveling operat
which carries at its opposite end a cog-wheel, ing bail or frame, mechanism for imparting to
T', of fifteen teeth, which gears with the in it a series of motions corresponding with and
ternally-geared rim Q of the tens-wheel Q, proportioned to a series of lumbers, the pill
which rim has fifty teeth. Thus one complete ion carried by the bail, the racks, the regis
45 revolution of the wheel R will cause a one tering-pinion, and means for automatically re
third revolution of the three-cornered wheel turning the parts to normal position after the
T, which will move the cog-wheel T five teeth bail has been operated, substantially as set
and rotate the wheel Q one-tenth of its diam forth.
eter, which rotation will be indicated by one 5. The combination of the levers, their cams,
SO of the ten figures on the periphery of the wheel the operating bail or frame, and the guides in
Q. The hundreds- wheel P is moved one-tenth which the cams work, Substantially as set forth.
or one number for each complete rotation of In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my
the tens-wheel Q, in the same manner above hand in the presence of two subscribing Wit
described, by means of a pin, Q, a three-cor SSS.
nered wheel, W, a cog-wheel, W, and the in
55 ternally-geared
WATER COYONOR SNEI,IN (S.
rim P of the wheel.
The operation is as follows: Supposing the Witnesses:
keys 5 and 6 to be depressed, when the key
EIENRY E. ROOSEVEL'I',
EDWARD J. KNAUER.
5 is struck the cog-wheel I will rotate five
O
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